
SMALL ESSAY ON MAHATMA GANDHI FOR KIDS

Mahatma Gandhi, who is also known as the Father of the Nation or Bapu, is a great Indian freedom fighter. He was a
great believer of.

For international commerce, diplomacy, treaty and introduction of Western thought and culture â€”
particularly science and technology â€” English earn be continued. He studied schooling in Rajkot. This was,
no doubt, a legitimate demand and the Congress itself was committed to it. Obeying him, his countrymen also
went to jail in large number. Zakir Hussain to prepare a detailed syllabus on the lines of the above resolutions.
The Committee went through all the earlier recommendations on the subject and approved basic system of
education as the national system of education. Again, the scheme of Basic Education gives ample
opportunities for self-expression through some productive craft. Long before the implementation of the
Government of India Act, , Gandhiji was seriously pondering over the problem of spreading mass education at
low cost â€” based on Indian traditional culture and through the medium of mother-tongue. His style glasses
and to succeed in a large head. New orientation was given to Basic Education by Gandhiji as education in all
stages of life from cradle to grave through manual work and rural handicrafts. One day, he was travelling in a
first class compartment of a train. Gandhiji wanted to create a new social order based on truth and
non-violence. The committee suggested spinning and weaving, card-board and wood-work carpentry , leather
work, kitchen gardening, agriculture and fishery as obviously suitably crafts. His childhood name was
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Setting up of a small committee to study the problems of Basic Education
and to lay down the criteria for evaluation of the achievements of students in basic institutions; 4. This is best
done by Shri K. The report of the Committee is popularly known as Sargent Scheme. Gandhiji valued
individual freedom but did not forget that man is essentially a social being. Our ancient Vedic system of
education also emphasised this aspect of education. Individual development must be in conformity with social
advancement. FITUC  Lastly India wins freedom on 15th August  He was also a love of nonviolence. It will
remove the cleavage that exists in Indian society between the intellectual and laboring classes. Find paragraph,
the popular saying health is a strong claws.


